
  

  

Abstract— Free and structured play should be introduced to 

children during their childhood in a well-balanced manner. 

Balls may be used in both plays; therefore, we proposed ball-like 

robot which will provide children both types of plays. We 

focused on the jumping of the ball and developed a ball-like 

jumping robot. In this study, we reported the mechanical design, 

robot system, performance, and potential of the ball-like robot 

to jump continuously and turn right/left for controlling the 

jumping direction. The robot mainly consists of one vibration 

unit and two compressed springs. Two motions, jumping and 

turning, are generated by controlling rotation speed of eccentric 

motors constituting the vibration unit. The experimental results 

confirmed that the fabricated robot can control the jumping 

height and average turning angular velocity depending on the 

rotation speed of the eccentric motors. Furthermore, the robot 

can be controlled by an operator via commands from a 

computer with a short delay. The robot can move dynamically. 

We proposed applications for free and structured play using the 

ball-like robot from these results.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Childhood experiences and environmental influences have 
a significant impact on lifelong learning and behavior [1]. 
According to UNICEF, play is one of the most important ways 
in which young children gain essential knowledge and skills 
and experience [2]. This stimulation builds children’s basic 
abilities for adults: cognitive skills, emotional well-being, 
social competence, and sound physical and mental health. 
Furthermore, diversity of play is necessary for children to 
discover what they are good at and what they like to do [3]. 
Therefore, “playful learning” is very important for children. 
The term “playful learning” is an umbrella term that is used to 
include free and more structured, guided play contexts, and 
games [4]. This is classified as free play (unstructured play) 
and structured play. Free play is child-led and purposeless 
play, whereas structured play is purposeful with adult 
intervention. These plays should be introduced in a 
well-balanced manner [5, 6]. However, free play has 
decreased today [3, 7]. One of the reasons is increment of 
passive play through television or computer/video games [7]. 
Therefore, we proposed a robot providing children various 
play based on free and structured play in a well-balanced 
manner.  

In parent-child play, blocks, ball, mailbox, puppy, and 
door features elicited more interactions than other features [8]. 
Ball play enhances children’s motor skills through kicking, 
throwing, rolling, and catching; therefore, ball play can be 
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used in both free and structured play. Thus, we focused on a 
ball-like robot for play which is capable of two movements: 
rolling and bouncing (or jumping). Ball-like robot for play 
was developed mainly in rolling motion operated by remote 
control and autonomously [9-11]. Ball-like robot capable of 
jumping motion without autonomous operation has been 
developed as a toy (by SEGA TOYS CO., LTD). However, 
ball-like autonomously jumping robot has not been focused 
upon. Therefore, we developed it to widen the choice of play 
and expanding children’s experience. Particularly, we 
incorporated continuous jumping into the robot to facilitate 
children with a smoother play experience. 

In free play, the robot is treated as a real ball, and children 
play by autonomous movement of the robot. The robot should 
be soft, tough, and safe like a real ball. Parten [12] classified 
play into two types, solitary, and group. Therefore, in 
structured play, the robot activates children’s motion through 
two scenarios, solitary, and group. The solitary scenario 
facilitates self-expression of a child by play between the robot 
and the child; the group scenario facilitates self-expression in 
addition to children interaction by the robot acting as a bridge 
of communication between children. In this study, we 
reported the mechanical design, robot system, performance, 
and potential of the ball-like robot capable of jumping 
continuously and turning right/left for changing jumping 
direction.  

Continuous jumping robots are classified into two 
mechanisms. One is a shape changing mechanism, such as, 
pneumatic actuator [13], hydraulic actuator [14], and spring 
[15], while another is a vibration mechanism with eccentric 
motors [16-18]. The latter provides the robot capability of 
continuous jumping with unchanging shape, and is more 
suitable for ball-like robot as it requires maintenance of its ball 
shape.  

The fabricated robot prototype is shown in Fig. 1 and its 
main specifications are shown in Table Ⅰ. The robot is capable 
of continuous jumping, turning right/left, and being operated 
by a wireless control from a computer. These motions are 
operated by only one mechanism that comprises one vibration 
unit and two compression springs. It consists of an outer 
sphere assembled by two polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
hemispheres, one vibration unit, two compressed springs with 
spring constant 4.9N/mm, one carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
(CFRP) shaft, inertial measurement unit (IMU), electronic 
circuit, and a three-cell Li-po battery. The vibration unit 
consists of two 1.6 W direct current (DC) motors, two 
eccentric 20 g weights with eccentricity 20 mm, battery, and 
electronic circuit. Main components of the vibration unit are 
made of polycarbonate (PC) for heat-resistance. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section Ⅱ 
and Ⅲ describe mechanical design of the robot and the robot 
system, respectively; Section Ⅳ discusses the experiments 
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conducted to evaluate the robot performance; the results are 
discussed in Section Ⅴ; finally, Section Ⅵ concludes this 
study. 

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN 

A. Continuous Jumping Design 

An overview of the continuous jumping mechanism is 
shown in Fig. 2. This comprises one vibration unit and two 
compressed springs. The vibration unit constitutes of two 
coaxially assembled DC motors with each encoder having of a 
shaft having eccentric weights. The vibration is generated by 
rotating each of the weight synchronously in the opposite 
directions at the same speed. In rotation of one eccentric 
weight, centrifugal force is described by   
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where fx and fz, are centrifugal forces in x- and z-axis, 
respectively, mw is mass of the eccentric weight, ε is 
eccentricity, and θ(t) is angle of eccentric weights relative to 
negative z-axis. By rotating the coaxially assembled weights 
in the opposite directions, the x-axis force is canceled and only 
the z-axis force is retained. Therefore, vibration force is 
described by  
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where Fx and Fz are vibration forces in x- and z-axis, 
respectively. Although the above model does not contain 
springs, the continuous jumping motion can be roughly 
grasped by focusing on the vibration force. Vibration force, as 
shown in (2), makes the two compressed springs vibrate, so 

that it stores elastic energy and results in jumping. Continuous 
jumping is caused by continuing vibration. 

B. Turning Design 

An overview of a turning mechanism is shown in Fig. 3. 
Rotating only one weight at the constant speed generates a 
gyroscopic moment that causes turning around yaw axis, so 
the robot can control the direction of the jumping and posture 
during the movement. 

Torque T that the robot receives by rotating one weight is 
described by (3) from combined force F of centrifugal force in 
(1) and gravity.  

𝑻 =  
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 = 𝒓 × 𝑭 =  
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where r is the position vector of eccentric weights from a 
center point of the vibration unit, l is magnitude of r, and g is 
the magnitude of gravitational acceleration. This torque 
changes the direction of eccentric weight rotation axis, 
generating the gyroscopic moments MTx and MTz, where MTx 
and MTz are gyroscopic moments generated by torque Tx and 
Tz, respectively. By MTx and Tz, the robot turns positively and 

TABLE I.  THE SPECIFICATION OF THE PROTYPE 

Specification Value 

Size mm 150 

Weight g 295 

Max jumping height mm 15 

Max average turning angular 

velocity rad/s 

1.4 

 

 
Figure 3. Turning mechanism. Force, torque, and gyroscopic moments 

on eccentric weight when θ(t) is from π/2 to π are described. 

 

 
Figure 1. Prototype of the ball-like robot. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Continuous jumping mechanism. 
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negatively around the central axis ls. The reason of this is 
following: the signs of Tx and Tz vary positive and negative 
depending on θ(t) while rotating one weight at constant speed. 
The signs of Tx and MTx are coincided when viewed from the 
positive x- and z- axis respectively, so the sign of MTx varies 
positive and negative depending on the sign of Tx. The total 
value of Tz during one rotation of the weight is zero, the total 
value of Tx is positive, and MTx is also positive. Therefore, the 
robot turns counterclockwise when viewed from the positive 
z-axis. Reversing the direction of rotation of the eccentric 
weight causes the whole system to turn clockwise based on 
the same principle. 

C. Additional Components 

Outer sphere consists of PVC hemispheres with 150 mm 
diameters, these are assembled using poly-lactic acid (PLA) 
components and cellophane tape, which contributes to the 
robot’s softness, toughness, safety. Furthermore, outer sphere 
has a CFRP pipe inside of φ4 mm , which is fastened to PVC 
hemisphere with M2 low-head screws. This pipe supports one 
vibration unit and two compressed springs. 

III. ROBOT SYSTEM 

A. Overview of Robot System 

Overview of the robot system is shown in Fig. 4. The 

robot system consists of a controller and robot. The robot can 

be controlled wirelessly by an operator via commands from 

an external computer. 

B. Electrical System 

The electrical system consists of a micro-computer unit 

(MCU) for control, two motor drivers for DC motors control, 

a wireless module for wireless operation, an IMU for posture 

measurement, and a power source. The components and 

functions of the fabricated electronic circuit are shown in 

Table Ⅱ. The IMU is incorporated in the system for future 

function enhancements, and has not been used here. 

C. Control System 

The robot motions depend on position and speed of the 
eccentric weights assembled on each DC motor shaft. The 

position of each motor is controlled by proportional and 
derivative (PD) controller. Its target value is updated every 10 
ms according to the preprogram pattern to generate rotation at 
the constant speed. This pattern constitutes three parameters, 
motion modes, interrupt time, and amount of change in target 
value. Motion modes are classified into continuous jumping 
and turning right/left in each of the target rotation speed of 
eccentric motors, Ntarget. Operators can control only motion 
modes by sending a command from a computer. Interrupt 
time is 10 ms for any mode, and the amount of change in 
target value is varied according to the motion mode. 

This control method realizes continuous jumping and 
turning motion. It enables the positions of two eccentric 
weights to rotate synchronously, so the robot jumps 
continuously and effectively. It also enables one eccentric 
weight to rotate at a constant speed, so the robot turns right or 
left. In PD controller, incomplete derivative that adds low pass 
filter to D controller to reduce noise has been used. 
Consequently, the block diagram is shown in Fig. 5, where r is 
the target position value, y is the current position value of 
eccentric weight, e is the deviation between r and y, u is the 
control input value for motor, P is the controlled system (DC 
motor), Kp is the proportional coefficient, Td is the derivative 
time, and η is the derivative coefficient and takes the value 0.1. 
DC motor was controlled by position tracking after 
determining the coefficient by step-input based on the above. 
As a result, the maximum value of Ntarget was 750 rpm with the 
two eccentric weights synchronously.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The rotation speed of the eccentric motor influences 

jumping and turning motion of the robot. Therefore, we 

conducted experiments to evaluate the relationship between 

the motion and Ntarget. Furthermore, short delay to commands 

from the computer is an important factor for the robot. 

Therefore, we conducted experiments to evaluate whether the 

robot has short delay to play with children by measuring the 

time. Finally, we conducted experiments to evaluate motion 

performance of the robot in a field. 

 
Figure 4. Overview of the robot system. 

 

 
Figure 5. Block diagram. 

 

TABLE II.  COMPONENTS OF THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 

Name Function 

Nucleo-F303k8 MCU 

TB67H450FNG Motor driver 

XBee S2C Wireless control 

LPMS-ME1 DK IMU 

LP-3S1P360RE Power source 
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A. Continuous Jumping 

We measured the maximum jumping height in each of 

Ntarget by a high-speed camera (120 fps) videos recorded six 

times for each of Ntarget. Ntarget varied from 540 to 750 rpm in 

increments of 30 rpm. The videos were of the robot jumping 

continuously on a graph paper with a 5 mm grid. Our 

measurement method was as follows: first, we measured 1 

scale length of the graph paper on the starting point to jump 

and jumping height in the video; second, we calculated the 

reduction percentage of the true value 5mm. Finally, we 

calculated the accurate jumping height from reduction 

percentage and the jumping height measured in the video. 

The mean value and standard deviation of the maximum 

jumping height in each of Ntarget are shown in Fig. 6, and the 

maximum jumping height of the robot is 15 mm. Fig. 7 shows 

serial photos just before the robot jumps to a maximum height 

at 750 rpm. These photos are from landing on the floor to 

maximum jumping motion of the robot. As shown in Fig. 6, 

the higher Ntarget, the higher the jumping height. Furthermore, 

Fig. 6 shows the jumping height markedly changes after 600 

rpm. 

B. Right/Left Turning 

According to (1) and (2), rotating only one eccentric 

weight can cause not only turning but also jumping. Therefore, 
we conducted experiments under 600 rpm to cause the low 
jumping height based on Fig. 6. We measured the maximum 
average right/left turning angular velocity in each of Ntarget by a 
high-speed camera (120 fps) videos recorded six times for 
each of Ntarget. We measured the time to turn π/2 and calculated 
the average turning angular velocity. At 600 rpm or less, Ntarget 
varied from 300 to 600 rpm in increments of 75 rpm. The 
mean value and standard deviation of the maximum average 
right/left turning angular velocity in each of Ntarget are shown 
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9: the higher Ntarget, the higher the average 
turning angular velocity up to a certain rotation speed, Npeak. 
The higher Ntarget, the lower the velocity after Npeak. Npeak is 
calculated by two approximate straight lines in right/left 
turning, respectively. Therefore, in the rotation speed for low 
jumping, one suitable rotation speed maximizes the average 
turning angular velocity.  

C. System Delay 

We measured the delay time from sending a command to 

the robot to starting motion by high-speed camera (120 fps) 

videos recorded six times. The videos were recorded while 

sending the command by a computer keyboard causing a 

 
Figure 6. The relationship between Ntarget and the maximum jumping 

height. The error bars represent standard deviations. 

 

 
Figure 8.  The relationship between Ntarget and the maximum average 

right turning angular velocity. The error bars represent standard 

deviations. Two dotted lines represent approximation straight line each 

three values of lower and upper. Rotational speed (Npeak) of the 

intersection point of these lines is 468. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Serial photos from landing on the floor to maximum jumping motion of the robot. t is time from starting operation. 
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jumping motion. The mean value and standard deviation of 

the delay time are shown in Table Ⅲ. 

D. Motion Performance 

We measured a trajectory and speed of the robot while 

jumping continuously for one minute in a field by image 

processing. This field was a flat square with 1920 mm side 

and surrounded by pipe of φ28 mm. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show 

the results of this experiment at 0.5 seconds intervals, also the 

maximum and mean speed is shown in Table Ⅳ. Dots in Fig. 

10 shows a position at time intervals between 0 and 60 

seconds. The trajectory is shown in Fig. 10, and it is moving 

around. The speed is not constant but changing randomly as 

shown in Fig. 11. Therefore, the trajectory and speed of the 

robot are dynamic. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Continuous Jumping 

We confirmed that the jumping height increases with the 
rotation speed; the jumping height markedly changes after 
600 rpm. Therefore, the jumping height of the robot can be 
controlled by the rotation speed of the eccentric weights. As 
shown in (2), the vibration force increases with rotation speed 
at position tracking control. It causes the spring to store 
elastic energy and the robot to jump higher. This tendency is 
the same as shown in Fig. 6. According to the maximum 
jumping height of 15 mm, we considered that the jumping 
motion is safe because the robot does not reach face-height of 
children and cause accidents. 

 Mass is the important factor in jumping. This is because a 
jumping force (the vibration force in this study) exceeding 
mass for even a moment causes jumping. The force exceeding 
mass several times causes jumping continuously and 
effectively. The vibration force exceeding the robot mass 295 
g is 2.89 N. In the case of constant rotation speed of the two 
eccentric weights, this force is generated at 574 rpm. 
Therefore, the jumping height of this ball-like robot should be 
markedly higher above 574 rpm, but Fig.6 shows that it was 
markedly higher above 600 rpm, not 574 rpm. This can be 

because of air resistance and reduction of jumping force by 
friction between vibration unit, springs, and CFRP shaft.  

B. Right/Left Turning 

The average right/left turning angular velocity of the robot 
can be controlled by the rotation speed of an eccentric weight. 
Under Npeak, low gyroscopic moment caused by small value of 
Tx makes friction between the robot and a floor dominant, 
which impacts the turning motion. Over Npeak, easiness to 
change posture of the robot by vibration impacts on turning 
motion. It causes runout of the turning central axis ls and robot 
translational motion, so the gyroscopic moment is hard to 

 
Figure 11.  Speed of the robot in a filed. 

 

TABLE IV.  THE MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE SPEED OF THE ROBOT 

Maximum value m/s 0.37 

Mean value m/s 0.13 

 

 
Figure 10.  Trajectory of the robot in a filed. The line is trajectory. The 

dots are the positions of the robot at written time. 

 

TABLE III.  DELAY TIME 

Mean value ms 22 

Standard deviation ms 7.9 

 

 
Figure 9.  The relationship between Ntarget and the maximum average left 

turning angular velocity. The error bars represent standard deviations. 

Two dotted lines represent approximation straight line each three values 

of lower and upper. Rotational speed (Npeak) of the intersection point of 

these lines is 450. 
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contribute to turning around yaw axis. We concluded that one 
suitable rotation speed maximizes the average turning angular 
velocity. Turning motion is greatly affected by the robot's 
posture and friction between the robot and floor. 

C. System Delay 

The time delay by 22 ms from sending a command to 
starting jumping is as short as that in telexistence systems [19]. 
Hence, the robot has a short enough delay.  

D. Proposal Application 

This study proposed some applications based on the 
performance demonstrated in the experiment. Play with the 
ball-like robot can be used for free and structured play. 

We considered the following play styles to execute free 
play. The fabricated robot is sphere in shape, so that children 
treat the robot as a real ball and play with it by kicking, 
throwing, and rolling it. Furthermore, as described in section 
II A, the robot vibrates and jumps which makes children’s 
play enjoyable. An example of this is the way children can 
prevent the robot jumping and moving around by pushing the 
robot against a floor and feel the vibration with their body by 
touching the robot.  

In structured play, we considered the following play styles. 
As described in section IV A, the robot jumps continuously, 
resulting in children and the robot dancing together. A 
previous study [20] suggests that synchrony in the robot's 
behavior influenced people's rhythmic behavior. Therefore, 
the jumping motion of the robot has the potential to be 
synchronized with children’s rhythmic behavior. Furthermore, 
as described in section III C, the fabricated robot can be 
controlled wirelessly by an operator. A previous study [21] 
has also developed an autonomous interaction system using 
visual feedback and patterns to play with a rat robot and a 
mouse. Therefore, we supposed that the robot can move 
depending on the children’s play situation by integrating it 
with a visual feedback system. Examples of this are the robot 
approaching and escaping children. As described in section 
IV D, the robot moves dynamically. This motion has the 
potential to attract children. Examples of this are play tag and 
catch ball where the robot jumps toward children.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

We reported the fabrication of the ball-like robot prototype 

that can jump continuously and turn right/left with wireless 

operation from a computer. The performance of the robot 

attained a maximum jumping height of 15 mm and a 

maximum average turning angular velocity of 1.4 rad/s. 

Furthermore, it can be controlled by sending a command with 

short delay. It has the potential to be used in free and 

structured play. During free play, children treat it as a real ball 

and generate different ways of play. During structured play, 

the robot induces children to move actively. The robot also 

has the intelligence to provide autonomous play. 
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